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ABSTRACT

Worldviews play a central role in M&S providing the basic constructs to describe simulation models. Three
main worldviews have been defined: event scheduling, activity scanning, and process interaction (PI).
The latter has been described in two flavors, one centered in the network of resources and other in the
transitory transactions that flow in the network. In this paper we present a new M&S approach based on the
πHYFLOW formalism that combines network and transaction PI, while keeping the support for modular
and hierarchical models. We demonstrate πHYFLOW expressiveness by representing a hybrid production
unit with a variable number of machines subjected to breakdowns. The hybrid model combines a fluid
queue describing the work-in-progress, with discrete events modeling machines arrivals, departures, and
breakdowns. Arrivals and departures of machines are achieved through modular communication, enabling
model composition with other πHYFLOW components.

1 INTRODUCTION

Modeling perspectives or worldviews establish the basic constructs to define simulation models. The
choice of the worldview impacts on how easy is to represent the relevant features of a system. Three main
worldviews have been defined: event scheduling, activity scanning, and process interaction (PI). This last
one has been used in two flavors, one centered in the network of resources and other in the temporary
transactions that flow in the network. The PI enables a simple and intuitive description of simulation
models based on the life cycle of each entity. Contrarily to the event scheduling approach that offers an
unstructured perspective of the systems based on a set of events, commonly represented by event graphs
(Law 2015; Schruben 1983), PI organizes events by entity and their temporal order of occurrence. The
result is a script that is commonly easier to understand and verify than the corresponding event graph.

PI has its origins on the SIMULA language (Dahl et al. 1966), and later supported by other languages,
including GPSS (Gordon 1978), and SIMSCRIPT (Russel 1999). Recently, PI has been supported in Java
(Healy and Kilgore 1997), Python (Liu 2020), and C++ (Lomow and Baezner 1991; Marzolla 2004).
Some simulation languages supporting PI favors the active transaction approach (Gordon 1978; Russel
1999). In this view, transitory entities, like clients, are represented by processes, while permanence entities,
like servers, are represented as passive data structures. In the active network view, processes model the
permanent resources of the system, like machines, while transactions are represented as passive data that is
passed among processes (Henriksen 1981). Although non-modular languages enable modelers to use both
PI perspectives (Henriksen 1981), the active network view has been considered a requirement for a modular
representation of systems, and it is supported by formalisms like DEVS (Zeigler 1976) for describing
discrete event systems, and HYFLOW (Barros 2016), to represent hybrid systems. The support for both PI
perspectives while keeping the ability to represent modular and hierarchical models, is a research challenge
addressed in this paper.

Although modularity enables hierarchical models, and the ability to represent complex models by a
composition of simpler ones, it does not always provide the most adequate level of representation for
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simple models. In fact, base models in modular representations can only describe one event (Barros 2016),
forcing, the use of network models to represent systems with two or more events. Systems that involve the
coordination of several entities become also more complex requiring, for example, a centralized mechanism
to assign competing resources to one entity (Barros 2015).

We present πHYFLOW, a new formalism to represent hierarchical, modular hybrid models that enables,
at the base level, the ability to represent several processes, keeping the advantages of PI and providing modular
models. πHYFLOW hybrid models combine dense outputs, generalized sampling, and discrete events. Our
goal is to combine the simplicity of PI for describing small systems like a server with reneging customers,
with hierarchical, and modular constructs that enable a systems-of-systems representation for addressing
complexity (Ender et al. 2010). πHYFLOW introduces a new hierarchical and modular worldview, where
models can support both network and transactions process interaction perspectives.

To demonstrate πHYFLOW ability for representing hybrid systems we model a production unit with
a variable numbers of machines subjected to random breakdowns (Barros 2015). The set of machines
is dynamic, and the representation relies on πHYFLOW ability to create/destroy processes at runtime.
Machines are hired/fired by a controller and exchanged through πHYFLOW model modular interface. The
work-in-process is represented by a fluid queue, being the overall system hybrid combining continuous
and discrete flows. A brief overview of πHYFLOW++, a C++ modeling and simulation framework based
on the formalism is provided. πHYFLOW++ implementation of the controller process is also described.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the πHYFLOW formalism base and process
models. Section 3 describes a modular hybrid production unit, with mobile machines that are subjected to
random failures. Section 4 gives a brief description of πHYFLOW++, a C++ implementation of πHYFLOW,
and simulation results for the production unit of the previous section. Related work is discussed in Section 5.

2 THE πHYFLOW FORMALISM

The πHYFLOW formalism defines two types of models: base and network. The former supports a set of
processes that interact through shared state variables. The communication between base models is made by
a modular interface that includes support for sampling, continuous dense flows, and discrete flows (events).
Figure 1 provides an overview of a base model with modular input (X) and output (Y ) interfaces, and a set
of processes π1, ...,πn. The function ζ handles external messages arriving at the base model. The shared
(partial) state (p-state) p is used to enable process interaction. Base model output {Λp} is computed from
the outputs of all processes. The set of processes is dynamic, being possible to create or destroy processes
at runtime. Base model formal description is made in the next section.

Networks enable the composition of base models, or other network models to represent more complex
systems. Since both types of models share the same modular interface, they are indistinguishable under
composition and coupling operations. πHYFLOW network models are defined in (Barros 2022). In this
paper we focus on πHYFLOW base models and on their modular interface.
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Figure 1: Base model internal structure.
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2.1 πHYFLOW Base Model

A πHYFLOW base model defines a modular entity enclosing a set of processes that communicate through
a shared p-state. Each process keeps its own (private) p-state and can perform read/write operations on
the shared p-state. Processes are non-preemptive making them implementable by coroutines, avoiding the
complexity of the synchronization problems generally associated with (preemptive) threads (Lee 2006).
While threads have long been available in most programming languages, the native support for coroutines
in the C++ high performance language is recent, being introduced by C++20 (ISO/IEC 14882 standard).
Formally, a πHYFLOW base model associated with name B is defined by:

MB = (X , Y, P, P0, ζ , Π, π, σ , {Λp}),

where:

A1 X = Xc ×Xd is the set of input flow values, with
A2 Xc is the set of continuous input flow values,
A3 Xd is the set of discrete input flow values, and
A4 X∅ = Xc × (Xd ∪{∅}), with ∅ the null/absence-of value,
A5 Y = Y c ×Y d is the set of output flow values, with
A6 Y c is the set of continuous output flow values,
A7 Y d is the set of discrete output flow values, and
A8 Y∅ = Y c × (Y d ∪{∅}),
A9 P is the set of partial shared states (p-states),

A10 P0 is the set of (valid) initial p-states,
A11 ζ : P×X∅ −→ P is the input function,
A12 Π is a set of processes,
A13 π : P −→ P(Π) is the current-processes function, where P is the power set operator,
A14 σ : P(Π)−→P∗(Π) is the ranking function, and P∗ is the power sequence operator, constrained

to: σ(C|C ⊆ Π) = (c1, . . . ,cn)⇒{c1, . . . ,cn}=C∧|σ(C)|= |C|,
A15 for all p ∈ P :
A16 Λp : ×

i∈ (σ◦π)(p)
Y∅

i −→ Y∅ is the output function associated with p-state p.

Base model modular interface supports hybrid signals with both continuous and discrete flows (A1-A8).
P is the set of partial states (p-states) that are shared among all processes (A9), and P0 represents the set
of valid initial p-states (A10). The input function ζ (A11) is responsible for updating the current p-state
when the model receives a value either through sampling or event communication. The model can use the
set Π of processes (A12). The current set of processes is dynamic, being the current set given by function
π (A13). Since processes can access the shared p-state only one can be active at any time. Processes have
no entry points, and the representation of model input needs to be stored in the shared p-state so it can be
accessed by all processes. The ranking function (A14) σ decides process re-activation order. The output
function λ = {λp} (A17) maps the outputs of all processes into the output associated with the base model.
In the next section we provide the formal description of a πHYFLOW process.

2.2 πHYFLOW Process Model

A process is a sequence of actions that usually take some amount of virtual (simulation) time to be executed.
Processes are coordinated by the base model described before. The base model chooses a process that
can be executed and resumes it. After executing, the process suspends itself and gives the control back to
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base model. Given a base model MB = (X , YB, PB, P0,B, ζ , Π, π, σ , {Λp}), the model of a process ϖ ∈ Π

located in B is defined by:

MB
ϖ = (Y, I, P, P0, κ, {ρi}, {ωi}, {κi}, {δi}, {Λ

c
i }, {λ

d
i }),

where:

B1 Y is the set of output flow values,
B2 Y c is the set of continuous output flow values,
B3 Y d is the set of discrete output flow values,
B4 I is the set of indexes,
B5 P is the set of p-states,
B6 P0 is the set of (valid) initial p-states,
B7 κ : P −→ I is the index function,
B8 for all i ∈ I :
B9 ρi : P −→H+∞

0 is the time-to-input function,
B10 ωi : P −→H+∞

0 is the time-to-output function,
B11 κi : S×PB −→ {⊤,⊥} is the condition function,
B12 δi : S×PB −→ P×PB is the transition function,
B13 Λc

i : S×PB −→ Y c is the continuous flow output function,
B14 λ d

i : P×PB −→ Y d is the partial discrete flow output function,
B15 Λd

i : S×PB −→ Y d ∪{∅} is the discrete flow output function defined by:

B16 Λd
i ((p,e), pB) =

{
λ d

i (p, pB) if e == ωi(p),

∅ otherwise.
B17 with S = {(p, e)| p ∈ P, 0 ≤ e ≤ νκ(p)(p)}, the state set,
B18 and νi(p) = min{ρi(p),ωi(p)}, i = κ(p), is the time-to-transition function.

For time specification, πHYFLOW uses the set of hyperreal numbers H, that enables to express causality,
by assuming that a transition occurring at time t, changes process p-state at time t + ε , where ε ∈H is an
infinitesimal (Barros 2016).

A process defines only its output Y (B1-B3), while the input is inferred from base model p-state, as
mentioned before. Processes define a sequence of steps whose indexes are given by set I (B4). A process
defines its own (private) p-state, reducing inter process dependency (B5). A process dynamic behavior is
ruled by six structured/split functions, being the segments currently active determined by the index function
κ (B7). The active function segments associated with p-state p ∈ P are (ρi,ωi,κi,δi,Λ

c
i ,λ

d
i )|i=κ(p). The

time-to-input-function {ρi} specifies the interval for sampling (reading) a value (B9). Since each process
specifies its own reading interval, sampling is made asynchronously, and it can be made independently
by any process. The time-to-output-function {ωi} specifies the interval to produce (write) a discrete flow
(B10). The condition function {κi}, checks whether the process has conditions to run (B11). While {ρi}
and {ωi} specify a time interval for process re-activation, {κi} checks if the process can be re-activated
at the current time. Function {δi} specifies process and base model p-states after process re-activation
(B12). Function {Λc

i } specifies process continuous output flow (B13), and {Λd
i } specifies process discrete

output flow (B15), which is based on the partial discrete flow output function (B14). In the next section
we provide the πHYFLOW base model of a hybrid production unit that has a variable number of machines
subjected to breakdowns.
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3 PRODUCTION UNIT

We consider a production unit (PU) with several machines subjected to breakdowns (Horton et al. 1998).
The work in process (WIP) is represented by a fluid queue, with input rate a and nominal output rate given
by b|working|, where b is the nominal machine processing rate, and working is the number of machines
currently working. Machines are subjected to random breakdowns. We analyze here a variation to this
system by considering that machines can be dynamically added/removed. The decision is based on the WIP
value, and it is made by a controller process. Machines are exchanged through PU input/output interface,
making it modular, enabling PU composition with other models.

3.1 Production Unit Base Model

The base model of a production unit D is defined by:

MD = (X , Y, P, P0, ζ , Π, π, σ , {Λp}),

where:

C1 X = {}×{arrival},
C2 Y = ({wip}×R+

0 )×{hire,exit},
C3 P = {(arrival,machines,working)|arrival ∈ {⊤,⊥},machines ⊂ N,working ⊂ N},
C4 P0 = {(arrival =⊥,machines = {0},working = {})},
C5 ζ ((arrival,machines,working),(∅,arrival)) = (⊤,machines,working),
C6 Π = {controller,wip}∪N,
C7 π(arrival,machines,working) = {controller,wip}∪machines,
C8 σ(arrival,{. . . ,mk−1,mk,mk+1, . . .},working) = (controller,wip, . . . ,mk−1,mk,mk+1, . . .), such that
C9 . . . < mk−1 < mk < mk+1 < .. .,

C10 Λp(. . . ,(Λ
c
i,ck

(sck , p),Λd
i,ck

(sck , p)), . . .) =

C11 ((yc = Λc
i,ck

(sck , p)| ck ∈C∧ yc ̸=∅),(yd = Λd
i,ck

(sck , p)| ck ∈C∧ yd ̸=∅)),
C12 with i = κck(pck), and C = (σ ◦π)(arrival,machines,working) = (. . . ,ck, . . .).

The arrival of a machine is signaled at input port “arrival” (C1). The WIP can be sampled at continuous
output port “wip”. Requests for machines are made through discrete output port “hire”, while machines
are sent through port “exit” (C2). PU p-states include information on machine arrival, the machines in the
PU, and the working (not broken) machines (C3). The PU starts with machine 0 (C4). Machine arrival is
signaled in C5 that sets arrival = ⊤. The actual creation of a machine is made by the controller that is
described below. The set of processes include “controller”, “wip”, and a dynamic set of machines (C7).
Process ranking function is defined in C8. The output is defined in C10, and it gathers all non-null outputs
from the current set of processes. As described next, the continuous output is produced by the “wip”
process, while the discrete flow is produced by machines when they leave the PU.

3.2 The Machine Process

Machines process WIP at a (piecewise) constant rate. They are subjected to random breakdowns at rate
up−1 and repaired at rate down−1, both exponential random distributions. The model of a machine process
m located in PU D is defined by:

MD
m = (Y, I, P, P0, κ, {ρi}, {ωi}, {κi}, {δi}, {Λ

c
i }, {λ

d
i }),

where:
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D1 Y = {}×{exit},
D2 I = {0, ..,4},
D3 P = N×R+

0 ,
D4 P0 = {(ix = 0, time = 0)},
D5 κ(ix, time) = ix,
D6 ρi(ix, time) = ∞,
D7 ωi(ix, time) = time,
D8 κ0,2,3,4(((ix, time).e),(arrival,machines,working)) =⊥,
D9 δ0(((ix, time),e),(arrival,machines,working)) =

D10 ((1,exp(up)),(arrival,machines,working∪{m})),
D11 κ1(((ix, time),e),(arrival,machines,working)) = m /∈ working,
D12 δ1(((ix, time),e),(arrival,machines,working)) =
D13 ((2,exp(down)),(arrival,machines,working)), if m ∈ working,
D14 ((3,0),(arrival,machines,working)), otherwise,
D15 δ2(((ix, time),e),(arrival,machines,working)) =
D16 ((1,exp(up),(arrival,machines,working)),
D17 δ3(((ix, time),e),(arrival,machines,working)) =
D18 (4,∞),(arrival,machines\{m},working)),
D19 Λc

i (((ix, time),e),(arrival,machines,working)) =∅,
D20 λ d

0,1,2,4((ix, time),(arrival,machines,working)) =∅,

D21 λ d
3 ((ix, time),(arrival,machines,working)) = exit.

Machines produce the value “exit” (D1), when they leave the PU. A machine has an index ix and
time to next transition time (D3). When a machine starts working it places its identifier m in the set of
working machines (D9-D10). When working, the machine checks whether it has been removed from the
working-set (D11). In this case, it exits the PU (D14, D21), and it deactivates removing itself from the
set of machines (D18). After finishing work the machine breaks and undergoes a repair (D13). The cycle
repeats when the machine goes back to ix = 1 (D16). We present next the model of a fluid queue process.

3.3 The Fluid Queue Process

Fluid queues (FQs) can represent continuous values, like WIP, that are processed at a piecewise constant rate
(PCR). We consider a FQ with constant input rate IN and nominal PCR output rate out = OUT · |working|,
where OUT is the nominal processing rate of one machine, and working is the set of currently working
machines. FQ content cannot be negative, limiting the actual FQ filling rate. When the FQ value is zero
the filling rate remains zero while out > IN. The model of a fluid queue process ϕ located in PU D is
defined by:

MD
ϕ = (Y, I, P, P0, κ, {ρi}, {ωi}, {κi}, {δi}, {Λ

c
i }, {λ

d
i }),

where:

E1 Y = ({wip}×R+
0 )×{},

E2 I = {0},
E3 P = R×R+

0 ×R+
0 ,

E4 P0 = {( f low = 0,vol =V0, time = 0)},
E5 κ( f low,vol, time) = 0,
E6 ρ0( f low,vol, time) = ∞,
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E7 ω0( f low,vol, time) = time,
E8 κ0((( f low,vol, time),e),(arrival,machines,working)) =
E9 f low ̸= rate(vol + estd · f low · |working|, IN,OUT ), with

E10 rate(v,w, in,out) =
E11 0, if v == 0∧ in−w ·out < 0,
E12 in−w ·out, otherwise,
E13 δ0((( f low,vol, time),e),(arrival,machines,working)) =
E14 (( f low′,vol′,∞),(arrival,machines,working)), if f low′ ≥ 0,
E15 (( f low′,vol′,− vol′

f low′ ),(arrival,machines,working)), otherwise,

E16 with vol′ = vol + estd · f low · |working|, and f low′ = rate(vol′, |working|, IN,OUT )
E17 Λc

0((( f low,vol, time),e),(arrival,machines,working)) = (wip,vol + estd · f low · |working|),
E18 λ d

0 (( f low,vol, time),(arrival,machines,working)) =∅.

The queue has a continuous flow output port “wip” where queue current value is available for sampling
(E1). Queue p-state stores volume, flow rate and time to transition (E3). The queue process loops on a
single transition that is reschedule when there is a change in the flow rate (E9). The flow rate is defined
in E10-E12 that considers the constraint: tank− volume ≥ 0. The time to transition depends on the flow
rate. If the flow is larger or equal to zero, the process will never undergo a transition since there is no
upper bound on queue volume (E14). Otherwise, the transition occurs when queue volume reaches zero
(E15). Queue current volume is computed in E17 and can be obtained through sampling. This operation
can be made by an external component or by any process belonging to the PU.

3.4 The Controller Process

The PU can hire/fire machines for trying to keep WIP within certain bounds. A simple control strategy,
employed here, is to sample WIP level at a regular time interval SI, and take a decision based on the
sampled value. A model of controller process c located in PU D is defined by:

MD
c = (Y, I, P, P0, κ, {ρi}, {ωi}, {κi}, {δi}, {Λ

c
i }, {λ

d
i }),

where:

F1 Y = {}×{hire},
F2 I = {0,1,2},
F3 P = I ×N×R+

0 ,
F4 P0 = {(ix = 0, ID = 1, time = SI)},
F5 κ(ix, ID, time) = ix,
F6 ρi(ix, ID, time) = ∞,
F7 ωi(ix, ID, time) = time,
F8 κ0,1(((ix, ID, time),e),(arrival,machines,working)) =⊥,
F9 κ2(((ix, ID, time),e),(arrival,machines,working)) = arrival,

F10 δ0(((ix, ID, time),e),(arrival,machines,{w0,w1, . . . ,wn}, ID)) =

F11 ((1, ID,0),(arrival,machines,{w0,w1, . . . ,wn})), if vol ≥ HIGH,
F12 ((0, ID,SI),(arrival,machines,{w1, . . . ,wn})), if vol < LOW ∧|working|> 1,
F13 ((0, ID,SI),(arrival,machines,{w0,w1, . . . ,wn})), otherwise,
F14 with vol = Λc

i,wip(swip,(arrival,machines,{w0,w1, . . . ,wn})), and i = κwip(pwip),
F15 δ1(((ix, ID, time),e),(arrival,machines,working)) =
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F16 ((2, ID,∞),(arrival,machines,working)),
F17 δ2(((ix, ID, time),e),(arrival,machines,working)) =
F18 ((0, ID+1,SI),(⊥,machines∪{ID},working)),
F19 Λc

i (((ix, ID, time),e),(arrival,machines,working)) =∅,
F20 λ d

0,2((ix, ID, time),(arrival,machines,working)) =∅,

F21 λ d
1 ((ix, ID, time),(arrival,machines,working)) = hire.

After sampling, the controller checks queue volume (F10-F13). If the volume is above the threshold
HIGH (F11), the controller sends a hire request (F21). A machine is fired (removed from the working-set)
if the volume is below threshold LOW , and if there are more than one working machine (F12). Otherwise,
the controller will wait for interval SI and samples again (F13). After sending a hire signal the controller
waits for an ∞ interval (F16), until a machine arrives (F9). Upon arrival, a machine is created with the
identifier ID (F18).

πHYFLOW ability to dynamically modify the set of active processes provides a framework that enables
the combination of active transaction and the active network PI, while keeping the support for modular and
hierarchical models. As shown in this model, the concepts of resource and transaction becomes blurred,
being the flexibility of πHYFLOW enabled by the possibility to combine permanent and temporary processes
in the same base model. Next section gives an overview of formalism implementation in the C++ language.
It also presents the controller process, and simulation results.

4 πHYFLOW++ MODELING & SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT

The πHYFLOW++ is a modeling and simulation framework based on the πHYFLOW formalism. It
was implemented in the C++20 language (Standard 2023) using the Visual Studio 2022 C++ compiler.
πHYFLOW processes are represented by C++ coroutines that enable an efficient and scalable solution
due to coroutines non-preemptive behavior. To simplify model development, the implementation defines
implicitly same formalism operators. πHYFLOW input function is defined by considering a set of buffers
that receive all input discrete input flows. The condition and transition functions are combined in the same
operator. The index function is also implicit in C++ language sequence of operations (program counter).

4.1 πHYFLOW++ Controller

We give an example of πHYFLOW++ application by presenting the implementation, in Listing 1, of the
controller processes described in the last section. The buffer containing machine arrivals is defined in line
4. The controller waits “SI” times units (line 6), and then it samples the “wip” process (line 7). The hire
decision is made in line 8. The request for a machine is made in line 9. The controller waits for a machine
arrival in line 10. The buffer is cleared in line 11, so the controller can receive new machines. A machine
is created in line 12. The fire decision is taken in line 14, and the machine is removed from the working-set
in line 15.

The implementation automatizes many formalism operators, and the result is a C++ script that is intuitive
and easy to follow. The implementation also supports πHYFLOW network models enabling the composition
of models (Barros 2022). The production unit can be connected, for example, to a machine center that is
responsible to coordinate machines among production units in a larger organization. Simulation results are
presented in the next section.

4.2 Simulation Results

For simulation we consider a production unit with the parameters given in Table 1. In addition, we model
the response time for a machine request as an exponential distribution with a mean 5.
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1 sim_void controller(const std::string_view name, double SI, double LOW, double HIGH) {

2 sim_start(name);

3 auto ID {1};

4 auto& arrival = buffers("arrival");

5 while (true) {

6 sim_wait duration(SI);

7 auto volume = sample<double>("wip");

8 if (volume > HIGH) {

9 sim_wait out("hire", vol);

10 sim_wait until([&arrival] {return arrival.any();});

11 arrival.clear();

12 machine(ID++);

13 }

14 else if (volume < LOW && working.size() > 1)

15 working.pop();

16 }

17 sim_end;

18 }

Listing 1: πHYFLOW++ controller process.

Table 1: Simulation parameters.

SI V0 IN OUT LOW HIGH UP DOWN
5. 90. 30. 20. 45. 120. 6. 3.

The WIP is represented in Figure 2 for a simulation interval of 200 units. Given that queue fill rate is
piecewise constant the queue volume is piecewise linear. Changes in queue volume depend on the number
of working machines (Figure 4) that depend also on the hire/fire commands affecting the total number of
machines (Figure 3).
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Figure 2: WIP in production unit.

As it can also be observed in Figure 3, hire/fire commands are made one at a time, and sequentially,
after the last command being fulfilled. We can also observe than at least one machine is always present.
Different control strategies could also be easily described in the framework. Given πHYFLOW ability to
represent exactly continuous flow, simulation becomes mainly event driven, making it very efficient.
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Figure 3: Number of working machines.
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Figure 4: Number of machines.

5 RELATED WORK

The process interaction worldview (PI) was introduced by the SIMULA language (Dahl et al. 1966).
Currently, most PI descriptions do not distinguish between transaction and network perspectives (Banks
et al. 2010; Pidd 1997; Law 2015), and do not discuss the hierarchical and modular model representation
(Banks et al. 2010; Pidd 1997). The identification of transaction and network PI perspectives was made
by (Henriksen 1981). A formal specification of PI was proposed in (Zeigler 1976). However, this work
does not support dynamic sets of processes, making it not possible to provide, for example, a solution to
represent a simple delay, that would require an unbounded set of processes. This approach also provides a
limited view on process conditional waiting. A general “wait until” operator was proposed in (Franta 1977),
and later used by (Cota and Sargent 1992) and in the SLX language (Henriksen 1997). However, these
approaches do not address the representation of hierarchical and modular models as defined in πHYFLOW.

The network view is supported by tools like ExtendSim (Krahl 2003) that also enables the representation
of hierarchical and modular models, but limited to static network topologies. This framework, however,
does not support processes, making it more similar to the HYFLOW formalism (Barros 2016).

The network view is also supported by the SSF framework (Nicol et al. 2003). However, SSF does not
provide support for modularity as it can be found in the simple producer/consumer system (Banks et al.
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2010, pg. 146-147). Channels are used to signal that a value has arrived at a shared queue. This queue,
however, is represented as a global variable that can be accessed by any class, breaking modularity. Given
SSF constraint to allow each class for only represent one process make it difficult to support complex
models. In πHYFLOW processes can specialize in different ports, whereas a single process solution would
require the single process to react to all possible inputs, yielding in general to more convoluted models.

Modular formalisms like HYFLOW (Barros 2016), or DEVS (Zeigler 1976), impose a partitioning into
fine-grained components and implicitly supporting only PI network perspective. Since they do not have
shared states, a coordination mechanism is also required for activities that require resources located in
different models. Taking for example the representation of Fluid Stochastic Petri Nets (FSPNs) (Horton
et al. 1998), the HYFLOW description requires a central manager to coordinate tokens and transitions
(Barros 2015). On the contrary, πHYFLOW processes have a direct access to the shared set of tokens
making it very simple to coordinate transitions using conditions. πHYFLOW enables modelers to take the
advantages of shared memory operators while keeping the ability to more complex network models. We
consider that the decision on what a base model is should be left to the modeler and not constrained by
the formalism.

The ability to modify model topology supported by the HYFLOW formalism is kept in the πHYFLOW.
However, changing the topology of a network of modular components is more complex than add/remove
processes. Taking, for example, a single delay, the corresponding HYFLOW is a network where each
arriving transaction is represented by a new atomic model that needs to be connected to the network. In
a similar manner when the delay ends, the model needs to coordinate with the network executive that
removes it from simulation (Barros 1998). On the contrary, dynamic creation and destruction of processes
become very simple operations, as show in Sections 3-4.

6 CONCLUSION

The πHYFLOW formalism introduces a new modeling approach that combines process interaction on
both active network and active transaction perspectives, while also supporting modular and hierarchical
models. The dynamic creation/destruction of processes enables a flexible framework to represent models
with an unbounded number of dynamic processes that act like transitions, while supporting permanent
ones that act like servers. Processes can represent continuous flows, generalized sampling, and discrete
events, supporting thus a representation of hybrid systems. πHYFLOW base models are modular, being
communication achieved through a well-defined input/output interface. The C++ heap-based coroutines
implementation of processes enables an efficient solution that can handle a large number of processes.
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